Host Tim says:
<<<The way home, resume mission 10005.07>>>

CIV_Ian says:
::sitting in the OL, waiting for the staff meeting to start::

CEO_Taylor says:
::In ME::

Host ACO_Wilkens says:
::In the Observation Lounge, seated at the head of the table. Casually reviews the latest damage analysis and casualty reports, thankfully noting that both reports are becoming shorter and shorter as time progresses::

OPS_Dain says:
::walking into the Observation Lounge::

CMO_OMallory says:
::in SB, looking over latest injury count::  MO: Down to 52 injured...making progress.

CNS_Cook says:
::on his way to the lounge::

EO_MacLeod says:
::on ME, making final diagnostics for sensors::

OPS_Dain says:
CO: Captain Wilkens. ::said with a nod as she sits down::

CSO_Vortak says:
::in Observation Lounge, seated at her place at the table, with PADD in hand::

CTO_Ultsim says:
::sitting next to CSO, also with report ready::

MO_Illian says:
::in Cargo Bay 2 scanning a patient::

Host ACO_Wilkens says:
::Glances up, inclining his head in greeting:: OPS: Good evening.

FCO_Johnson says:
::walks into the observation lounge::

CEO_Taylor says:
*CSO* How are sensors?

CSO_Vortak says:
::taps at PADD, making last minute changes to the report.::

EO_MacLeod says:
CEO:  Isn't time to the briefing?

Host ACO_Wilkens says:
::Watches as the entire crew begins to assemble::

CMO_OMallory says:
*MO* Need to get to the Observation Lounge now ::turns to Press:: Press: You have things here for now.

OPS_Dain says:
CO: Evening Sir. :;places a padd in front of here on the table::
CSO_Vortak says:
*CEO* Could be better.  But we're working on them.

CNS_Cook says:
::enters the lounge:: CO:  Captain. ::takes his seat::

CEO_Taylor says:
*CSO* OK.  EO: I believe so... let's go.

CMO_OMallory says:
<Press> CMO: Aye sir...will let you know if any arises...

Host ACO_Wilkens says:
CNS: Hello. Please, have a seat.

CEO_Taylor says:
::In the TL with EO::

EO_MacLeod says:
CEO: Aye.  ::follows CEO::

CSO_Vortak says:
*CEO* The long-range sensors are still out and short range is only up to 4 LY.

Host ACO_Wilkens says:
OPS: Are we all assembled?

CEO_Taylor says:
::enters the room with EO::

CSO_Vortak says:
::Stands up to hand PADD to ACO and then sits back down::

OPS_Dain says:
CO: :;looks around::

EO_MacLeod says:
::enters room::

CMO_OMallory says:
::exits SB for TL and enters::  Observation Lounge. ::leans up against wall of TL, exhaustion setting in::

Host ACO_Wilkens says:
::Accepts the PADD from the CSO and briefly scans its contents::

CNS_Cook says:
CO:  Thank you sir, sorry I haven’t had a chance to welcome you.  Been occupied in sickbay.  ::rubs head::  I have the bruise to prove it.

OPS_Dain says:
CO: We are missing the Chief Medical Officer I believe, I do not know all the crew yet.

FCO_Johnson says:
:: wonders what this meeting is about::

FCO_Johnson says:
::besides the ships condition::

CMO_OMallory says:
::exits TL and enters Observation Lounge, finds seat and sits::

Host ACO_Wilkens says:
OPS: Understood and thank you.

OPS_Dain says:
:;nods at him::

EO_MacLeod says:
::pays attention, quiet::

CSO_Vortak says:
~~~CEO: How are the repairs coming?~~~

CEO_Taylor says:
OPS: I believe we haven't met yet...

CSO_Vortak says:
::sits quietly at her place, apparently lost in thought.::

EO_MacLeod says:
::observes Taylor talking to the new OPS::

Host ACO_Wilkens says:
ALL: Now that we're all assembled, lets get started without delay. The more time we spend in here, the less time we're spending tending to the necessary repairs.

CMO_OMallory says:
::sees someone new at head of table, unsure of who it is::

CTO_Ultsim says:
::waits for the ACO to speak, trying not to let false guilt take over him::

OPS_Dain says:
:;looks at CEO and smiles:: CEO: Only talked, nice to meet you.

CEO_Taylor says:
~~~CSO: Not bad, we've taken care of much of the little things, now, I just hope that the ship will be back and fully operational ASAP...~~~

Host ACO_Wilkens says:
CEO: Where exactly do we stand with our repairs?

CNS_Cook says:
::looks at Drain:: OPS:  Yes I am sorry I am Counselor Cook, glad to meet you.

CSO_Vortak says:
::looks at ACO Wilkens, listens::

CEO_Taylor says:
::Listens to CO::

CNS_Cook says:
::looks at the captain::

OPS_Dain says:
::looks at the CO talking and smiles at CNS::

CEO_Taylor says:
ACO: Systems are getting back to normal one by one...

EO_MacLeod says:
::listens to ACO and CEO conversation::

CEO_Taylor says:
ACO: We should be fully back within a week...

Host ACO_Wilkens says:
::Leans into the back of his chair, thumbing through the information CSO Vortak provided him with:: CEO: Excellent.

CEO_Taylor says:
ACO: Thank you, sir...

Host ACO_Wilkens says:
OPS: I trust you received my mission briefing. You're prepared the distress buoy, and prepared the necessary information, correct?

OPS_Dain says:
:;double checks the buoy information on her pad in case the CO asks her::

OPS_Dain says:
CO: Yes sir.. all ready to launch on your command. I have been sending out signals to SF but as of yet no replies.

Host ACO_Wilkens says:
::Sighs deeply:: OPS: Exactly as I expected. Feared, rather.

CMO_OMallory says:
::gets up to replicator::  Water...34 degrees F.  ::takes water and sits again::

OPS_Dain says:
CO: We are alive sir and shall get through, I have no doubt.

CSO_Vortak says:
::feels the concern from the ACO::

Host ACO_Wilkens says:
::Watches the Doctor order his water, receive it, and then sit down again::

CEO_Taylor says:
::Goes through his information to see what he could give the ACO that would be of some interest to him::

CNS_Cook says:
CMO:  Hope that is really water. ::smiles::

Host ACO_Wilkens says:
CMO: Now that that's out of the way... ALL: What kind of information do we have regarding the last known position and heading of the B'Rel class ship?

CMO_OMallory says:
::takes a slug::  CNS: Right now, close enough.

EO_MacLeod says:
::feels worried about sensors conditions, really wanted to continue the repairs and get out of the nebula::

CTO_Ultsim says:
Self:  I should know that.

OPS_Dain says:
::Looks over at the Chief Medical Officer::

CSO_Vortak says:
ACO: We have no information on the location of the B’rel ship.  It simply vanished, sir.
CEO_Taylor says:
::checks his data and realizes that he is not the CTO so he doesn't have any info on the subject asked by ACO::

CIV_Ian says:
ACO: With the loss of sensor capability and the cloaking ability of the B'Rel, we have lost track of it totally.

EO_MacLeod says:
::whispers to CEO:: CEO: We know anything about it?

CNS_Cook says:
::leans back in his seat watching everyone talk::

CMO_OMallory says:
::drinks back the rest of his water::

FCO_Johnson says:
::wonders if he is the only one that doesn't know where the ship is::

CTO_Ultsim says:
ACO:  Well, if I were to make a logical guess, I'd say it would follow the freighters that escaped.

CEO_Taylor says:
::whispers back:: EO: Nope, we're specialized in the ship, nothing else. ::smiles::

CMO_OMallory says:
ACO: Sir, latest injury report...down to 52 injured, 27 still serious...the 20 who lost there souls are in stasis.

EO_MacLeod says:
::smiles back to CEO, as a matter of fact, he doesn't know much about what's happening outside the ship::

OPS_Dain says:
::looks at the CTO: CTO: Follow them with half our systems down? Not a good Idea I think.

Host ACO_Wilkens says:
CIV/CSO/CTO: And that raises another interesting question. What kind of damage had they (the B'Rel class ship and the Freighters) sustained before we lost track of them?

CTO_Ultsim says:
OPS:  I didn't say we should follow them.

CSO_Vortak says:
ACO:  And as for the Orion base, it has been completely destroyed.

CMO_OMallory says:
::closes eyes and thinks about the 20 who died and says a small Irish prayer to himself for there souls::

CIV_Ian says:
ACO: I seriously doubt that the freighters sustained much damage...  I know I wasn't shooting at them. The BoP appeared to hang back out of the battle for the most part, so I would surmise that their damage was minimal.

CSO_Vortak says:
ACO:  The freighters had sustained minimal damage, sir.

CEO_Taylor says:
:: Feels useless and then stops - - too many empaths in the room::
FCO_Johnson says:
ACO:  Sir, if we hope to follow them, it might be a good idea if we knew where we are.  Right now we are 9.78 LY from the battle site, but we don't know in what direction.

Host ACO_Wilkens says:
::Solemnly:: CMO: Understood, Doctor. Both your department and the Counselor's are to be commended.

CSO_Vortak says:
ACO:  And actually my records indicate the B’rel was heavily damaged.

OPS_Dain says:
CTO: Your exact words were, well, if I were to make a logical guess, I'd say it would follow the freighters that escaped. I am sorry I misunderstood. ::smiles::

Host ACO_Wilkens says:
CSO: To the extent where they would be unable to cloak their ship?

CTO_Ultsim says:
ACO:  We didn't get too close to the freighters that I remember, so they probably got off OK, and the last time I remember shooting at the B’rel, it was pretty banged up.

CNS_Cook says:
ACO:  We were just dong our duties I assure you.

EO_MacLeod says:
FCO:  Well, if I can say, we're not in a good shape to follow any kind of ship.

CSO_Vortak says:
ACO:  That is a distinct possibility.

Host ACO_Wilkens says:
CNS: Nevertheless, you've acted commendably. I'd like both you and the Doctor to prepare a ceremony in honor of those we lost in the battle.

Host ACO_Wilkens says:
CTO: Do we know what exactly the freighters were carrying? Personnel? Weapons?

CNS_Cook says:
ACO: We well get on it as soon as we are dismissed.

CEO_Taylor says:
::wonders if they will ever stop commending each other::

OPS_Dain says:
:;her stomach growls::

CIV_Ian says:
ACO: No, but we should be able to trace where they go to...  I managed to place several tracking devices on them in the confusion of the battle.

CTO_Ultsim says:
ACO: It could have been any number of things, but I'd think they'd want to get as many of their people away as possible.

Host Tim says:
::Duty Officer notes SRS is reporting a large planet about 3.5 light years away::

CNS_Cook says:
::looks over at Drain and smiles::


Host ACO_Wilkens says:
CIV: Will we be able to trace their location, though, without the use of our LRS?

Host Tim says:
<DUTY OFFICER>*CO* Excuse me sir, we have an unknown planet out here.

CEO_Taylor says:
::sends a written message to EO Kint to get the Alpha team to the long range sensors so that we will be able to pinpoint our position in the nebula::

OPS_Dain says:
::grins at the CNS, everyone gets hungry she is just loud about it::

CIV_Ian says:
ACO: No...  the tracers are inactive... they are programmed to download their data to any SF vessel or installation the freighters might encounter.

Host ACO_Wilkens says:
::Imitates a Vulcan reaction and raises his eyebrow:: *Duty Officer* Acknowledged.

FCO_Johnson says:
::sees the ACO raise an eyebrow and wonders if the ACO is part Vulcan somewhere in his families past?::

Host ACO_Wilkens says:
ALL: If no one else has anything to report, that's all. Dismissed. Report to your duty stations.

OPS_Dain says:
::looks at the CO as she starts to rise:: CO: Should we investigate now Sir?

CIV_Ian says:
::stands up and begins to head out of the OL::

CTO_Ultsim says:
::sarcastically::  Or what’s left of them.

CSO_Vortak says:
::stands:: ACO:  Thank you, sir.

CMO_OMallory says:
::slowly gets up and exits for TL::  Sickbay.

CNS_Cook says:
::looks at the CMO:  CMO:  Ready to start the planning of the ceremonies.

FCO_Johnson says:
::leaves the OL and returns to the bridge.::

EO_MacLeod says:
CEO: So?

CEO_Taylor says:
::stands up:: ACO: Thank you sir, I'll give you an update as soon as I get to ME...

OPS_Dain says:
::moves out of the OL::

CNS_Cook says:
::follows behind the CMO::


CTO_Ultsim says:
::exits::

CSO_Vortak says:
::leaves the Observation Lounge::

CEO_Taylor says:
EO: What?

CMO_OMallory says:
CNS: I need to check in...follow me to Sickbay and I will give you a list of dead.

EO_MacLeod says:
::nods to ACO and follows CEO:: CEO: Let's go... ::smiles::

CNS_Cook says:
CMO:  Right behind you.

Host ACO_Wilkens says:
CEO: I'd expect nothing less. ::Grins, nods, and enters the corridor leading to the Bridge::

OPS_Dain says:
::holds the computer to wait with the TL doors for some of the other crew::

CEO_Taylor says:
::Goes to ME with EO::

CSO_Vortak says:
::enters TL with Dain and the others::

CTO_Ultsim says:
::walks over to tactical on the bridge and stares at a blank console::

CMO_OMallory says:
::rides TL to Deck 4, exits to sickbay::

FCO_Johnson says:
::takes over at the helm and prepares to possibly enter a orbit around the planet.::

CEO_Taylor says:
EO: I want you to take care of the long range sensors with Ensign Mika and her team...

EO_MacLeod says:
CEO:  Let's prepare a repair plain here.  What about the LRS?

CSO_Vortak says:
::rides TL to bridge and exits::

Host ACO_Wilkens says:
::Enters a turbolift and requests Deck One::

Host ACO_Wilkens says:
TL: Main Bridge.

CNS_Cook says:
CMO:  How many were there?

OPS_Dain says:
::exits TL and enters bridge area going to her station::


CMO_OMallory says:
::enters::  Press: Report...

CMO_OMallory says:
CNS: 20 dead...

CEO_Taylor says:
EO: Understood?

Host ACO_Wilkens says:
::Emerges from the TL and approaches the Captain's chair::

CSO_Vortak says:
::walks to Loren's chair, sits down, uses console to check on sensor repairs::

MO_Illian says:
*CMO* Sir, is there anything you need me to do?

CNS_Cook says:
CMO:  20 I didn’t realize there were so many.  It is really sad.

EO_MacLeod says:
CEO: Right now.

Host Tim says:
::Duty Officer turns around as senior staff arrives and gestures to the fuzzy picture on the viewscreen::

CTO_Ultsim says:
::taps his console with motions that would have raised shields if they were capable::

CSO_Vortak says:
::nods to ACO as he sits in the BIG chair::

CIV_Ian says:
::heads down to a lab space where he is working on putting together components as replacements for the damaged/burnt out sensor pallets, Tesla is waiting there for him::

CEO_Taylor says:
EO: There's no time like the present... ::smiles::

CMO_OMallory says:
<Press> CMO: Sir, same as you left...here is latest treatment schedule.

OPS_Dain says:
::looks at the view screen and tries to clean up the image::

Host Tim says:
<DUTY OFFICER> CO: Sir, you have the bridge?

Host ACO_Wilkens says:
::Stares at the static-filled main VS and blinks::

Host ACO_Wilkens says:
Duty Officer: Indeed, I relieve you.

CMO_OMallory says:
*MO* Check on injured still in Cargo Bay 2 and report.

CSO_Vortak says:
::Looks up at the viewscreen, attempts to assist with compensating, knowing it will do no good::
CMO_OMallory says:
::looks over treatment schedule::

CIV_Ian says:
::starts working on one of the pallets...  the sensor instruments are crude lash-ups but they should function until the Gryphon can get to a dockyard::

CTO_Ultsim says:
ACO:  Not the best first impression, is it?

Host Tim says:
<DUTY OFFICER> CO: Aye sir. ::Leaves the bridge::

EO_MacLeod says:
::stops, thinks a while, listens CEO's comments, smiles:: CEO: We don't have much to do with LRS, you know that.  I'll do my best.

Host ACO_Wilkens says:
CTO: I've seen worse.

CNS_Cook says:
CMO:  Do you have the list and what about family do you know of any?

Host ACO_Wilkens says:
CTO: ...If that's possible.

MO_Illian says:
::reviews medical logs on injured::

CTO_Ultsim says:
ACO:  So have I...it was on a holodeck at the Academy, right AFTER our ship blew up.

CMO_OMallory says:
CNS: Here is the list with family members I could find...

OPS_Dain says:
::turns to CO:: CO: Sir would you like to try and contact the planet, I have no information it as of yet....

CIV_Ian says:
:;after a few minutes Ian finishes the pallet he is working on..  several crewmen take it out of the lab and get ready to EVA to place it::

CEO_Taylor says:
::gets in ME and asks a report from Chief Kint::

MO_Illian says:
::makes a few changes to logs::

FCO_Johnson says:
::is thankful that the sensors have been at least partially repaired so that he can see where the ship is going::

CSO_Vortak says:
::taps console, checking if there is any new data from science::

CMO_OMallory says:
Press: These 3 members  ::points to list::  can be released for bed rest in quarters.

CNS_Cook says:
CMO:  Thank you.  I will review these and come up with some idea I will get back with you and we can make the final decisions later.
EO_MacLeod says:
::arrives on ME, moves toward Mika::

Host Tim says:
ACTION: Planet is large, reddish hue, bright blue through out, probably water.

CMO_OMallory says:
<Press> CMO: Aye sir.

Host ACO_Wilkens says:
OPS: Assuming communications are possible, yes.

MO_Illian says:
*CMO* Everyone here is in stable condition, sir.

CMO_OMallory says:
CNS: Sounds fine...let’s make sure they are remembered with honor.

CMO_OMallory says:
*MO* Thank you.

OPS_Dain says:
::thinks, they have to try in able to know:: CO: Yes Sir. ::hands flicker over her console as she tries::

CSO_Vortak says:
ACO:  It looks like we got something out of the sensors, judging by the viewscreen.

EO_MacLeod says:
Alpha team: Okay guys, let's do our jobs.  Get over here. ::stops next a station::

CNS_Cook says:
CMO:  I will do my best.  I will get back with you in lets say 1 hour and we can exchange ideas then.

CNS_Cook says:
::starts to leave sickbay::

CMO_OMallory says:
CNS: Alright...I will be here.  ::smiles a bit::

OPS_Dain says:
CO: I am getting nothing but static, meaning a few things. ::raises her eyebrows:: Could be a transmission, could be interference, could be nothing...

Host Tim says:
ACTION: Gryphon is moved toward planet

CNS_Cook says:
::exits sickbay and heads to his office::

FCO_Johnson says:
ACO:  Sir, the ship is being pulled in toward the planet.

EO_MacLeod says:
Alpha team: CEO wants the LRS online ASAP.  I know it's badly damage, but we have to make it work.  Let's go!

CIV_Ian says:
::continues to rebuild sensor pallets...  as each one is finished, a team takes it out and replaces a damaged pallet with the new one...  the damaged pallets are brought in and stripped for usable parts::
Host ACO_Wilkens says:
FCO: How? An error on our half, or some external force?

CEO_Taylor says:
*ACO* I have checked our present status, most of the data that I gave you in my report are still valid. LRS are our priority, With them, We should be able to locate where we are in the nebula, it should be helpful.  ::smiles::

CMO_OMallory says:
::goes over to LtJG McCree and begins treatment::

Host ACO_Wilkens says:
*CEO* Inform me immediately upon completing repairs to the LRS. Wilkens out.

EO_MacLeod says:
::starts the repair on LRS, with Alpha team::

CSO_Vortak says:
CTO:  Have you been able to ascertain whether there is a second Orion base?

CNS_Cook says:
::enters office and see Roberts at the desk:: Roberts: Is the computer working down here yet?

FCO_Johnson says:
ACO:  It appears to be some external force.

CTO_Ultsim says:
CSO:  I should hope not.

CNS_Cook says:
<Roberts>CNS: Not completely, you may want to try the bridge, you will probably get better luck.

OPS_Dain says:
::no answer form the CO she looks over her console again trying to home in on any signals::

FCO_Johnson says:
::fights the helm attempting to keep the ship's distance from the planet.::

EO_MacLeod says:
::making some readings on LRS::

CNS_Cook says:
Roberts:  Thanks I will be on the bridge and make sure the repair teams know about our computer problems.

Host ACO_Wilkens says:
::Permits his only response to the OPS officer to be a "keep at it" look::

CTO_Ultsim says:
CSO:  This one had significant forces to defend it, and if they have the power to defend ONE base like that....

CEO_Taylor says:
*EO* Tell me when the LRS are back online and then get back to ME, hopefully, it'll be soon...

CNS_Cook says:
<Roberts>CNS: Already submitted the request but I think we are on the bottom of the list.

Host ACO_Wilkens says:
::Moves from the command con to the flight deck and stands beside the FCO and OPS::

CNS_Cook says:
Roberts: Figures, I will be on the bridge. ::exits office::

CSO_Vortak says:
CTO: I realize it would not be good news, however, have you been able to determine anything.  It would be better to be prepared than surprised, would it not?

CEO_Taylor says:
*FCO* Is there anything that I could do to help you?

EO_MacLeod says:
::hits comm badge:: *CEO* No problemo...

CNS_Cook says:
::enters TL::  Computer: Bridge.

OPS_Dain says:
::glances up at the CO::

CTO_Ultsim says:
CSO:  I can infer both ways, but there is no concrete evidence.

MO_Illian says:
::moves around Cargo Bay 2, reviewing patients::

CEO_Taylor says:
::smiles after hearing the EO's response::

FCO_Johnson says:
*CEO* Some more power to the impulse engines would be nice.

CMO_OMallory says:
::checks over vitals of LtJG McCree::

EO_MacLeod says:
::notices that even turning LRS online, it's not showing a thing::

CSO_Vortak says:
CTO:  Thank you.

CNS_Cook says:
::stands as the TL slowly makes it way to the bridge and halts with a unpleasant thrust exits and enter bridge and makes his way to an open station::

Host ACO_Wilkens says:
::Glances at the CNS and nods in greeting::

Host Tim says:
ACTION: Gryphon is now within 100,000 KMS of planet.

CEO_Taylor says:
*FCO* Power.. hmm, what would I do for an extra generator right now. ::smiles:: I'll try to spear some power, some how...

CSO_Vortak says:
CNS:  Counselor.  Science is currently unoccupied.

CNS_Cook says:
::nods back to the captain and then looks at the screen:: ACO: A planet.

EO_MacLeod says:
Alpha team: Okay, open the intermix chamber, let's take a look at it.
OPS_Dain says:
::works hard at stripping every inch of power for the FCO's usage::

CSO_Vortak says:
::looks up from console.:: ACO: There are lifeforms on the planet.

Host ACO_Wilkens says:
::Nods to Cook::

Host ACO_Wilkens says:
CSO: Where? And how many?

OPS_Dain says:
::looks back at the CSO:

Host ACO_Wilkens says:
FCO: Assume standard orbit.

CNS_Cook says:
::moves to the science station to get some readings of the planet::

CEO_Taylor says:
*OPS* I see that you are serving the FCO's cause, I'll let you handle it...

EO_MacLeod says:
::notices a closed passage with crossed conduits, melted inside the chamber::

CNS_Cook says:
CSO:  What do we know about the planet so far?

CSO_Vortak says:
ACO:  I cannot identify them.  As far as number and location, I am still working on that, sir. ::taps on console::

OPS_Dain says:
*CEO* I am doing my job yes, we can still use you though.

CSO_Vortak says:
CNS: Very little.  Mostly what you see.

FCO_Johnson says:
ACO:  Aye sir, I'll try to keep my distance from the planet, but the force appears to have put us in orbit already.

CMO_OMallory says:
::with treatment complete on McCree, moves on to Ensign Peck with 2nd degrees plasma burns to both legs::

CSO_Vortak says:
::continues to check short-range sensors for more information on the planet::

CSO_Vortak says:
::and the lifeforms::

CEO_Taylor says:
*OPS* Of course, I'm just not used to having a good OPS officer. ::smiles::
OPS_Dain says:
CSO: AS soon as you have the location, I will try and target that area for my signal.

EO_MacLeod says:
Self: Damn! ::curses himself::  I can't believe I hadn’t seen that!

CNS_Cook says:
::taps some more keys but not getting much:: CSO:  All I see is it is colorful and large but not much more.

Host ACO_Wilkens says:
FCO: Are reverse thrusters possible? Should we be unable to control this force?

OPS_Dain says:
*CEO* You flatter, thank you. Dain out.

CSO_Vortak says:
OPS: Thank you, Dain.

Host Tim says:
ACTION: A Majestic blue light comes from surface and holds Gryphon in place at 700 kms

CNS_Cook says:
ACO:  We have just been hit by some kind of holding beam.

CSO_Vortak says:
::looks at viewscreen and shields her eyes from blue light::

CEO_Taylor says:
::feels a little shake and checks the sensors::

FCO_Johnson says:
ACO:  Sir, Impulse engines were of no use against it.

CMO_OMallory says:
*MO* Illian, if any crew members can be released, please do so to free up some of the staff, but make sure they are ready to leave.

Host ACO_Wilkens says:
::Stares at the viewscreen:: FCO: I guess I did just see what I thought I did.

EO_MacLeod says:
::removes both conduits, trying to fix them manually::

MO_Illian says:
*CMO* Aye, sir.

CNS_Cook says:
::tries to get some readings from the blue light::

CSO_Vortak says:
ACO:  That would be a most logical assumption.

Host ACO_Wilkens says:
CSO: Anything on the lifeform readings we detected?

MO_Illian says:
::releases several crew members::

CMO_OMallory says:
::continues with Peck's treatment::

CSO_Vortak says:
ACO:  Not yet, sir.  I am still working on it.

OPS_Dain says:
CO: I suggest raising the shields.
CMO_OMallory says:
*MO* Please report how many are released to keep track.

CEO_Taylor says:
*CNS* Could you tell me the purpose of that light please?

Host ACO_Wilkens says:
CNS: Can you sense anything from the planet's surface? Hostility? Curiosity? Anything at all?

CSO_Vortak says:
::continues tapping console:: ACO:  Sir, the life signs are vague, but they appear to be humanoid.

OPS_Dain says:
::attempts to make contact again with the planet::

CTO_Ultsim says:
ACO:  Shields are at 70% if we need them.

MO_Illian says:
*CMO* Sir, I have just released 12.

EO_MacLeod says:
::notices the conduits are showing an excessive power flow, caused by a malfunction from power converter::

CMO_OMallory says:
*MO* Very good...thank you.

OPS_Dain says:
::reads report form computer on console:: CO: Sir, pardon me.. I show energy gridlines all over the planet.

CNS_Cook says:
*CEO* Right now all I know is it is holding the Gryphon in place.

EO_MacLeod says:
::hits comm badge:: *CEO* Sir, I have found two melted conduits, crossed over.  The probable cause is a damaged power converter.

CNS_Cook says:
ACO:  I am feeling curiosity and good well from the planet nothing negative.

FCO_Johnson says:
ACO:  Sir, this beam appears to be holding us in orbit, I am not controlling the ship.

OPS_Dain says:
CO: Sir, pardon me.. I show energy gridlines all over the planet.

MO_Illian says:
::heads over to a woman with metal rod sticking out of her shoulder::

CEO_Taylor says:
*EO* Replace them and hope that LRS get back online...

Host ACO_Wilkens says:
OPS: What sort of gridlines? What is their purpose?

CEO_Taylor says:
::checks shields::

Host Tim says:
ACTION: Patients in sickbay strangely improving

MO_Illian says:
::begins treatment::

OPS_Dain says:
CO: I do not know sir.. I just have then on my scans... gridlines of power.

CMO_OMallory says:
::sees vitals improving on many patients::  Self: What the...?

CEO_Taylor says:
*ACO* Shields are slowly improving, sir...

Host Tim says:
ACTION: All walking wounded throughout ship begin feeling better.

MO_Illian says:
*CMO* Sir, something weird is happening down here.

CMO_OMallory says:
<Press> CMO: Sir, many of the crew are improving quickly…I do not know why.

Host ACO_Wilkens says:
*CEO* Whatever you did, I'm glad you did it!

EO_MacLeod says:
*CEO* I'll do that, sir. ::begins the replacement::

CTO_Ultsim says:
::feelings of guilt fade away::

CEO_Taylor says:
*ACO* I wish I could take the credit, but they seem to be improving by themselves!

CMO_OMallory says:
*ACO* The injured in sickbay are recovering astoundingly quickly...

FCO_Johnson says:
::removes hands from the helm since it isn't doing any good to control the ship.:: *CEO* You can forget about that extra power that I requested earlier, It won't do any good now.

CSO_Vortak says:
::feels her rib injury... and realizes the pain is gone::

MO_Illian says:
::watches as several crewmates regain consciousness::

CMO_OMallory says:
*ACO* I am not sure why...

CMO_OMallory says:
*MO* Report.

OPS_Dain says:
CO: After  analyzing it. Seems to be nero synaptic.. ::looks at him her eyes wide::

MO_Illian says:
*CMO* I'm not sure what is going on.  ::looks around the Cargo Bay::


EO_MacLeod says:
::takes his tricorder and reconfigures the power converter:: Self: Let me see...  12.3, 5542.1....

CEO_Taylor says:
::The section of the LRS next to EO MacLeod begin to heat up at an exponential rate::

CNS_Cook says:
::tries to make scans of what may be causing the healing effect::

Host ACO_Wilkens says:
::Acknowledges her amazement with a glance of his own::

CMO_OMallory says:
::sees many of the less injured almost ready to leave::

OPS_Dain says:
::jumps slightly at the beep from her console:: CO I am getting an incoming hail.

CEO_Taylor says:
::The cover begins to buckle::

Host ACO_Wilkens says:
*CMO* How is that possible?

Host ACO_Wilkens says:
OPS: On screen. ::Tugs on his duty tunic::

EO_MacLeod says:
*CEO* The conduits are working just fine, sir.  Now I am reconfiguring the power converter.

FCO_Johnson says:
::notices that power to the impulse engines has increased marginally.::

CMO_OMallory says:
*ACO* I was hoping you might know...It happened rapidly and suddenly

CTO_Ultsim says:
::the computer in Ultsim’s quarters stops repeating "six hun..."::

CSO_Vortak says:
::scans on SRS to see if anything external may be causing the anomalous occurrences::

OPS_Dain says:
CO: On screen sir.. :;punches the On Screen Button::

CEO_Taylor says:
::the LRS section next to EO explodes::

Host ACO_Wilkens says:
COM: Planet: This is Commander Wilkens of the Federation starship U.S.S. Gryphon. Please respond.

CNS_Cook says:
ACO:  I am also showing small things that were once broken now working.

CSO_Vortak says:
::looks up at the screen in anticipation::

FCO_Johnson says:
*CEO* Thanks for the extra power, but I think it's too late for that now.


Host Mage_Coutz says:
Ith...kec...thin K

Host ACO_Wilkens says:
CNS: I'm certain we can attribute this to the planet.

OPS_Dain says:
::looks up at the viewer then tries to adjust the screen slightly::

CSO_Vortak says:
::works on the universal translator::

CMO_OMallory says:
::sees injuries drop to 30 in less than an hour::

EO_MacLeod says:
::protects himself from the explosion::

Host ACO_Wilkens says:
::Hears the speech over the COM channel and arches his brow again:: CSO/OPS: Adjust the universal translator.

CNS_Cook says:
ACO: That would be my guess.
 
OPS_Dain says:
::makes adjustments to translator::

OPS_Dain says:
CO: On it sir.

MO_Illian says:
Self: This is unbelievable!

CSO_Vortak says:
ACO:  Working on it, sir.

CEO_Taylor says:
*FCO* Well, just be thankful to have it at all...

Host Mage_Coutz says:
Action: Image on screen, shows a white bearded man, in flowing robes.

EO_MacLeod says:
Self: What the ......?

CMO_OMallory says:
<Press> CMO: I...just don't have any answers.  ::hands latest injury list to CMO::

FCO_Johnson says:
::stares at the screen::

CSO_Vortak says:
::checks telepathically for feelings of the  stranger::

Host ACO_Wilkens says:
::Glances up from his station at the Captain's chair and slowly rises into a standing position::

Host ACO_Wilkens says:
CNS: Are you sensing anything from him?

Host Mage_Coutz says:
Action: As screen clears...several men and women similarly dressed in background.

EO_MacLeod says:
*CEO* Sir, the LRS section just exploded...  I believe we are going to have some more to do.

CEO_Taylor says:
::reads an explosion in the section where EO is working:: EO: Mauro, can you hear me?

OPS_Dain says:
::nods as screen clears up ::

CMO_OMallory says:
::sees burn on arm healing rapidly::  Self: As Sulek might say...fascinating.

Host Mage_Coutz says:
Action: All telepaths are blocked

CEO_Taylor says:
*EO* Understood...

CSO_Vortak says:
::receives nothing telepathically::

CNS_Cook says:
ACO:  Sir I am not getting anything I am being blocked.

EO_MacLeod says:
*CEO* Don’t worry, I'm okay...

CMO_OMallory says:
MED ALL: Run as many tests on this as we can...I want answers for this.

CEO_Taylor says:
::stops hearing telepathic messages::

CEO_Taylor says:
*CSO* Can you feel it?

Host ACO_Wilkens says:
COM: Planet: I repeat, this is Commander Wilkens of the Federation starship Gryphon. Please respond if you can understand me.

OPS_Dain says:
::notifies Medical that a power fluctuation in ME may be an injury::

CSO_Vortak says:
::runs scan on the facility where the beings are::

MO_Illian says:
::begins scanning people::

Host ACO_Wilkens says:
CNS: Blocked? It would seem they are doing everything in their power to inhibit our efforts to learn about this planet or its people.

CSO_Vortak says:
*CEO* Yes, we are being blocked by the lifeforms on this planet.

EO_MacLeod says:
::watches Alpha team take care of the fire::

Host Mage_Coutz says:
::Looks quizzically at the crew, one by one::

CEO_Taylor says:
*CSO* This is weird!

CNS_Cook says:
ACO:  I am now feeling friendly messages, a warmth and curiosity it is like they turned it on again.

CMO_OMallory says:
*OPS* Understood. *MO* May have injury in ME, check it out please.

OPS_Dain says:
::thinks, patience Captain patience:: CO: We are new to them.. lets give it time.

MO_Illian says:
*CMO* Aye, sir.  ::leaves someone in charge and leaves CB2::

CEO_Taylor says:
::Gets a little dizzy and falls to the floor::

EO_MacLeod says:
*CEO* I'm heading back to ME, everybody is okay here.

Host ACO_Wilkens says:
CNS: Attempt to communicate to them our intentions. Let them know that we mean them no harm.

CEO_Taylor says:
*EO* Uuunderstooood.....

MO_Illian says:
::gets into turbolift:: Computer: Main Engineering.

EO_MacLeod says:
Alpha team: Clean this mess and let me know when you finish.

CNS_Cook says:
::sends telepathic messages to the planet::

Host ACO_Wilkens says:
OPS: I guess patience has never been much of a virtue to me.

EO_MacLeod says:
::enters TL::

CSO_Vortak says:
::continues discreet planetary scans::

OPS_Dain says:
::nods knowingly at the new Captain::

Host Mage_Coutz says:
Crew: Strangers, it has been a long time since we have had guests.  We would be pleased to have you join us.

CMO_OMallory says:
::still amazed by healing power happening::

MO_Illian says:
::arrives in ME::
EO_MacLeod says:
::arrives on ME, meeting MO::

CEO_Taylor says:
::still is on the floor::

MO_Illian says:
Who ever is in ME: Where's the medical emergency?

CEO_Taylor says:
::having trouble concentrating::

CSO_Vortak says:
::looks up at viewscreen, glad to see the translator is working properly::

FCO_Johnson says:
CSO:  I'm doing nothing since they are controlling the ship's orbit, can I help you with your scans?

OPS_Dain says:
::if she had hair the hair on the back of her neck would have raised... as it is she just got the shivers::

EO_MacLeod says:
::nods to MO:: MO: Illian.

Host ACO_Wilkens says:
::Smiles and places his arms on the seat's armrests, glancing carefully at the readings available to him from the command station::

Host Mage_Coutz says:
Action: All aboard Gryphon receive the message of welcome.

CSO_Vortak says:
FCO: Please.

CEO_Taylor says:
MO: We never asked for a medical emergency...

MO_Illian says:
EO: Hello, sir.

MO_Illian says:
EO: Is there an injury here?

CMO_OMallory says:
::hears message::

CEO_Taylor says:
::painfully gets up::

FCO_Johnson says:
::Transfers some of the SRS controls to the helm.::

MO_Illian says:
::looks around confused::

EO_MacLeod says:
::looks to MO and then CEO, smiling:: MO: Well, not for me.

Host Mage_Coutz says:
ACTION: The view screen shows a bountiful table of food and pleasant music is heard.
EO_MacLeod says:
::feels something, a voice in his head::

CMO_OMallory says:
::looks at data from scans::

CSO_Vortak says:
::notes spread shown on viewscreen::

CNS_Cook says:
CSO:  ::Whispers:: What do you think about all this? 

Host ACO_Wilkens says:
CNS: You're certain you detect no sense of animosity?

EO_MacLeod says:
Self: What's happening?

OPS_Dain says:
::thinks of the tales of childhood and how deception works::

CSO_Vortak says:
::tries to get more info from scans::

CMO_OMallory says:
Computer: Explain why healing rate has increased?

FCO_Johnson says:
CSO:  I'll begin looking for the source of power for that beam.

CTO_Ultsim says:
::almost drools at the sight of food::

CNS_Cook says:
ACO:  All I feel is a welcome and curiosity but it is strange that no one else can feel anything and then I do.  I would like to know more.

CSO_Vortak says:
CNS: ::Whispers:: I find it rather odd that they would invite strangers in forcefully.

OPS_Dain says:
CO: There is nothing on the computers at all about this planet... it could be a first contact situation .. sir.

EO_MacLeod says:
CEO: Are you okay?

CMO_OMallory says:
::waits for computer results::

CSO_Vortak says:
FCO:  Thank you for your initiative.

CEO_Taylor says:
EO: I'm just not use to not having any telepathic messages...

Host ACO_Wilkens says:
CNS: I certainly agree. OPS: It would appear that little of this nebula has ever been explored.

Host ACO_Wilkens says:
CSO: Your thoughts, Lieutenant?

OPS_Dain says:
CO: More reason to be cautious sir.

CSO_Vortak says:
ACO:  I find it difficult to believe, sir, that their intentions are completely benevolent since we have been forced to this position.

EO_MacLeod says:
CEO: And I never heard that before.

CMO_OMallory says:
::wants to find answers for this remarkable healing::

CSO_Vortak says:
ACO:  I am not getting anything definitive on scans.

CEO_Taylor says:
EO: Just a little disoriented, that's all...

CMO_OMallory says:
Computer: Can you explain why crew are healing rapidly now?

CEO_Taylor says:
*CNS* Are you feeling disoriented from not having your powers?

FCO_Johnson says:
::Begins systematical scans of the surface for power sources.::

EO_MacLeod says:
CEO:  Did Captain ask you about LRS again?  We have to report him about the explosion, it will take a while.

Host ACO_Wilkens says:
CSO: Still, this being a first contact situation, we can not completely rule out the possibility that they are just curious and benevolent.

CNS_Cook says:
*CEO* No, I was still receiving from the planet.  I only lost them for a second but got them quickly.

Host Mage_Coutz says:
<<<Pause Mission>>>
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